Abstract-We present a novel method for centralized collaborative spectrum sensing for IoT network leveraging cognitive radio network. Based on an online learning framework, we propose an algorithm to efficiently combine the individual sensing results based on the past performance of each detector. Additionally, we show how to utilize the learned normalized weights as a proxy metric of detection accuracy and selectively enable the sensing at detectors. Our results show improved performance in terms of inter-user collision and misdetection. Further, by selectively enabling some of the devices in the network, we propose a strategy to extend the field life of devices without compromising on detection accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT), with many interconnected devices of varying traffic and Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, is considered as the next technological revolution after the Internet [1] - [3] . Pre-allocating the limited spectrum appropriately to cater to the needs of thousands of devices with varying requirements and capabilities will be a bottleneck for the proliferation of IoT. To exploit the full potential of IoT, adopting a cognitive radio network (CRN) [4] , [5] will be essential. The licensed users of the spectrum in a CRN are called primary users or PU. The unlicensed radio users called secondary users or SU, sense and attempt to use idle slots from PUs. Upon finding an idle band, SU acquires that band for transmission while keeping the interference at the minimal level. In this work, we assume that the SUs are IoT devices which do not have any time-critical information for transmission. One approach is to treat the problem of spectrum access as game theory-based online learning problem [6] . However, when a very large number of SUs simultaneously try to acquire a free channel for transmission in IoT scenarios, it can result in collision and data loss because of uncoordinated spectrum sensing and acquisition procedure by the SUs [7] . In this work, the focus is on improving the sensing of channel state. Channel allocation after sensing can be handled by various scheduling algorithms [8] , [9] and is not the focus of this work.
Several methods have been proposed for robust sensing of the spectrum including energy detectors, waveform based techniques, matched filters, cyclo-stationary based sensing and radio identification based sensing [10] , [11] . However, the fading nature of the wireless channel, hidden PUs, shadowing, etc. can degrade the quality of the locally sensed data at each SU. Instead of relying only on the locally sensed observations, information from all the SUs in a CRN can be fused at a central location called fusion center (FC) to identify the state of the channels with high confidence and is called collaborative spectrum sensing (CSS). In CSS, the locally sensed observations from the SUs can be combined in different ways. Several CSS techniques such as OR [12] , AND [13] , confidence voting (CV) [14] operate on locally sensed binary data for obtaining the state of the channels. CSS under the faded channel scenario is also well-studied [15] , [16] . However, these works deal with binary feedback (i.e. busy or idle) from the individual detectors. Another line of work [17] , uses soft information from each of the detectors. Based on the Neyman-Pearson (NP) criterion, [17] provides an optimal soft combination scheme that maximizes detection probability. In a fast fading environment, [18] uses a mixture of gamma distribution based approximation to find a soft decision fusion scheme. A robust cooperative spectrum sensing strategy based on false discovery rate (FDR) [19] is proposed in [20] to maximize bandwidth utilization by controlling the number of misdetection of the occupied bands and thus providing a guarantee for interference control. However, most of the previously mentioned works make assumptions on the knowledge of the performances of individual detectors in terms of probability of detection P d and the probability of false alarm P f a .
Using machine learning techniques in CSS has become increasingly popular and CSS based on support vector machine was introduced in [21] . Spectrum sensing by a single SU using a convolutional neural network (CNN) was proposed in [22] , and the same for multiple SUs in [23] . A recent study [24] shows that machine learning techniques can outperform traditional signal detection methods for spectrum sensing. A comprehensive survey of machine learning techniques for spectrum sensing is available in [25] .
In this paper, we consider dense CRN where IoT devices do not have dedicated spectrum and hence rely on opportunistic spectrum access for data transmission. Due to the spatial placements, different devices will perceive the occupancy state of the same channel differently due to the fading and multipath losses. This will result in dissimilar detection performance across the devices. In such a dense network, even if all the SUs are not able to satisfy the SNR condition for correct detection for all PUs, we can expect that at least one SU will be able to do so because of the density of the deployment.
This makes CSS an attractive solution for spectrum sensing in IoT case. Though the traditional CSS schemes help in improving the detection accuracy in a CRN, they are not designed to handle the cases where a) SU nodes can have widely varying channel conditions b) each SU node can have different detection capability/accuracy due to being from different vendors. In such a case, an ideal algorithm will need to weigh the observations from each SUs according to the quality of information and then combine it to arrive at a final decision about the state of each channel. This is not done in any of the above-cited works. Assuming no prior knowledge about the detection performance of individual SUs, we present a novel online learning framework for CSS in a centralized system. To combine the information from all the SUs according to their relative performance in an online fashion, Hedge [26] and Perceptron [27] are utilized.
We show that the decision derived using the proposed method helps in reducing interference and increasing the utilization of idle spectrum in a CSS framework. Further, if exploited intelligently, the centralized solution can also provide energy savings to SUs by removing the sensing phase from the SUs with poor detection performance. Instead of sensing all of the possible bands for transmission, SUs can be directed to sense on the bands for which their detection performance is higher. This can keep the detection performance at the desired level without any degradation while providing energy benefits to the SUs thus making the network energy-frugal in nature.
The major contributions of this paper are to 1) propose an online learning based CSS framework for adaptively combining information from multiple SUs based on their detection performance. This addresses the practical problem that different SU may have different detection capabilities and different fading environments. 2) present a solution to control the FDR in the described framework and hence further improve the usage of idle spectrum for transmission. 3) introduce a mechanism to improve the energy efficiency and hence lifetime of the IoT devices by selectively disabling the poor performing SUs from sensing the channel with negligible degradation in sensing performance. In summary, we present a novel online learning based CSS technique which adaptively adjusts to the individual performances of SUs. We present empirical results for the performance of proposed online learning methods and compare them with popular CSS techniques available in the literature across multiple scenarios. We also present a comparison against an offline pre-trained deep learning (DL) method [28] and show that the proposed approaches can perform close to that of the deep learning method. The implication of this is discussed in detail in Sec. IV-A.
A. Notations
Bold face lower-case letters (eg. x) denote column vectors and upper-case letters (eg. A) denote matrices. Script face letters (eg. S) denotes a set, |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S. Element at j th row and i th column position in matrix A is denoted by a ji . Q D is the tail distribution function of random variable with distribution
denotes the indicator function of event x happening.
II. CHANNEL SENSING IN CRN WITH ONLINE LEARNING
We consider a CRN with a set of licensed users (PU) P, |P| = P and a set of unlicensed channel users (SU) S, |S| = S. In a typical IoT network, we have P << S. Also, assuming that each PU has a dedicated channel, we have P channels in the network for opportunistic access. As there are no channels licensed to SUs, they need to use the channels licensed to PUs when the corresponding channel is idle. At the beginning of new transmission, the SUs are required to sense each of the known channels. In a CSS framework, all the SUs cooperate in the process of finding idle channels. This is achieved by sending the observation made by each SU to a coordinating central hub, fusion center, and then fusing these data to derive meaningful predictions about the channel state.
Let 
T of length P , where each entry corresponds to the observation from each channel. As FC receives the observation vectors from all the SUs, all these individual vectors can be stacked side by side to form a observation matrix O of dimension P × S. We use o ji (n), o i (n) and O(n) to represent the corresponding quantities at a particular time step n. FC operates on this individual information and produces decision vector f(n) ∈ [0, 1] P with the j th element indicating the decision for state of channel c j . Let the true state of channel at time instant n be g(n) where g j (n) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c j ∈ P.
Online learning is a machine learning paradigm when the learning agent tries to learn from the streaming data itself rather than learning from a dataset collected in the past. In the case of an IoT CRN, where the quality of each of the SU devices for sensing is unknown, online learning can be utilized to learn the quality of each of the SU for channel sensing. Once such a qualitative assessment of each SU for each channel is available, we can use it to combine the data from each of the SU to predict the channel occupancy for each PU channels. We now present a generic online learning framework to combine the information from each SUs followed by two specific approaches for quantifying the quality of each SUs in the network.
A. General framework for online learning
The online learning framework for combining the decisions from individual SUs works in two phases. In the first phase, it combines the information reported by each SU regarding each of the channel states to arrive at a prediction for the actual channel. In the second phase, the online learning framework should update its belief about the quality of each SU based on the actual channel state.
To quantify the quality of each SU for sensing each of the channel states, the proposed online framework maintains a weight vector for each of the available PU channels. Let w j be the weight vector of dimension S maintained by the online learning algorithm for channel c j . Based on the observed performance from each of the SU for channel c j , the framework updates the weights and let w j (n) represents the weight vector for channel c j at time instant n. Also, let W(n) of dimension P ×S be matrix obtained by concatenating the individual weight vectors w j (n). At every instant, the learning framework takes the recent observation matrix O(n) and weight matrix W(n) and creates a channel state decision f (n). Based on the channel state decision it made, the FC can then perform allocation of the channels. A transmission can result in either success or failure. If the transmission is successful, we can infer that PU channel was idle otherwise busy. Based on this, FC will get the ground truth (GT) g(n) about the channel states. Based on g(n) and the values W and O, the learning framework will update the weights for each of the SUs and the process repeats. The proposed online learning framework is given in Alg. 1.
Assuming that no prior knowledge about the sensing performance of SUs is known, the algorithm starts by initializing all elements in the weight matrix w ji to same value w 0 . In case we have some additional information about the sensing performance of each SUs, then we can accordingly incorporate that to the weight initialization. After initialization, the algorithm proceeds with observing O and computing the channel state decision with a function COMPUTEDECISION(·, ·) and updating the weights using function COMPUTENEWWEIGHTS(·, ·, ·). 
f ← COMPUTEDECISION(W, O).
8:
Do channel allocation based on the decision f.
9:
Obtain ground truth vector g.
10:
W ← COMPUTENEWWEIGHTS(W, O, g) 11: end for
In the following sections, we discuss how to design the functions COMPUTEDECISION(·, ·) and COMPUTENEWWEIGHTS(·, ·, ·). We propose two online learning approaches which can be used in the framework of Alg. 1.
III. HEDGE BASED ONLINE LEARNING
In a cognitive radio network with collaborative spectrum sensing, we can consider each SU as an expert and the sensing results reported by each SU for a channel state as an expert decision. Under this framework, the process of computing the channel state from individual decisions becomes the well-known predicting with multiple experts problem. To dynamically combine the information from multiple experts in an online setting, a decision-theoretic learning framework called Hedge is proposed in [26] . Hedge works by assigning normalized weights to all the experts based on their past performances and then uses these weights to combine the decisions from each of the experts to produce the final decision at FC. Hedge calculates the normalized weight matrix P(n) where p ji (n) corresponds to the normalized weight of SU s i for channel c j and is computed as
These normalized weights are indicative of the relative performance of SU s i in accurately sensing channel c j .
The proposed method can work with any channel detection methods and Neyman-Pearson (NP) [29] detector is given as an example. Consider each SU is deployed with NP energy detector as its detection mechanism. An NP detector computes test statistics e ji (n) as energy in the N samples of the received data and compares with a threshold η at each time-step n where e ji (n) is given by,
Consider H 0 : x(n) = n 0 (n) and
where s(n) is transmitted signal and n 0 (n) is the noise. As e ji (n) is sum of square of N IID Gaussian RVs, the detection hypothesis can be written as [29] ,
where σ 2 and σ 2 s are noise variance and signal variance respectively. From (3), probability of false alarm P f a can be written as,
According to NP criterion, for a targeted P f a , the threshold to detect a channel is calculated as [29] ,
where N is the number of samples used for energy detector at each SU. Each SU s i compares the detected energy e ji (n) for each channel c j with ζ to find the state of the channel individually. The prediction of SU s i about the channel c j at n th time step is d ji (n) given by,
When the binary information d ji ∈ {0, 1} from SUs is sent to FC, then each element in observation matrix is given by, o ji (n) = d ji (n) ∀i, j and in case when soft information is sent by SUs to FC then each element in observation matrix is
The computed normalized weight matrix P(n) and the obtained observation matrix O(n) is first combined to create a real valuef j (n) ∈ R for the occupancy of channel c j as
The combined informationf j (n) is then compared against a threshold γ j to compute final decision, f j (n), whether the channel is busy or idle. Later in this section (III-1 and III-2) we discuss how to compute γ j . Once the decision f j (n) is taken, depending on f j (n) SUs either transmit or they do not. If the final decision f j (n) at FC about the channel c j is idle, the SUs will transmit according to a scheduling strategy at FC. On the other hand, if the state of final decision f j (n) at FC about the channel c j is busy then SUs don't transmit to avoid collision. Therefore when the SUs don't transmit, it is not possible for FC to know the ground truth (GT). This results in FC being able to observe the ground truth partially and we call this as approximate ground truth (AGT) g(n) ∈ {0, 1} P . The instantaneous loss for each detector-channel (s i , c j ) pair is then calculated at each SU using the loss function
Whenever the algorithm makes a mistake in predicting the channel state, it incurs a loss of 1 and 0 otherwise. The algorithm then updates the weight of each pair (i th SU j th channel pair) as
Here, β ∈ (0, 1] is the learning parameter and decides the rate at which Hedge will adjust the weights based on the observations. The structure of COMPUTEDECISION() and COMPUTENEWWEIGHTS() under the proposed method is given in Alg. 2. Initially for a particular channel, equal weights will be given to all of the SUs but, as time progresses, Hedge will give higher normalized weight to the SUs which shows less loss (good accuracy) for that given channel.
l ji (n) be the cumulative loss (sum of misdetection and false alarm) suffered by s i on detecting the state of channel c j after T th time step. It can be verified from (10) that weight of s i for channel c j at time step n is w ji (n) = w 0 β Lji(n) . Since β ≤ 1, a SU which is inaccurate in sensing the channel state will have a low weight. As time progresses, the best SUs for a channel will have higher normalized weights compared to the other non-performing SUs. This update of weight based on observed loss will boost the best SUs for each channel with time without any prior information. We would like to reiterate that if any prior knowledge is available, it can also be incorporated into the framework through w 0 during the weight initialization phase.
Based on the observation O(n) sent to the FC by the detectors, we propose two different ways to combine the information at FC below. When the detectors send only the locally detected binary decision i.e. o ji (n) ∈ {0, 1} of the channel state to the FC, we use Hedge [26] with hard combining for j ∈ {1, . . . , P } do 5: Compute γ j using (16). 6 :
Calculate p ji using (1) 8: end for 9: Computef j as given in (8). 10: for j ∈ {1, . . . , P } do 16: for s i ∈ S do 17: Compute l ji using (9) 18:
Compute new weights as given in (10). 1) Combining Hard decisions: At time instant n, the information from SU s i , o i (n), is a vector with entries 0 or 1 corresponding to the observed channel states. At FC, the combined expert decision for each channel j at time step n is calculated as (8) and is compared against a threshold γ j = 0.5 to decide the state of the channel. At the initial stage, when all the SUs have equal normalized weight for a particular channel (≈ 1 S ), this strategy will behave similarly to the majority voting strategy [14] . The major benefit of this approach is that the SUs need to send only one bit of information (channel state) to the FC, which reduces the overhead for communication between SU and FC.
2) Combining Soft decisions: Instead of sending the hard decision on channel c j , s i ∈ S can send the detected energy of channel c j at every instant n as a soft decision directly to the FC and let FC can use this data to make a final decision. Even though SC requires higher overhead, the FC can exploit the granularity of the observation to arrive at better decisions. In case of Soft decision combining, o ji (n) denotes detected energy by SU s i for channel c j . When only noise is present, from (3) we have
N and under the presence of traffic from (4) , we get
Combining this soft information with Hedge, from (8), we getf
where
where Gamma(k, θ) is gamma distribution with shape k and scale θ. Theñ
whereψ(n) = Gamma N 2 , 2η 2 . The weighted sum of gamma random variables follows Confluent Lauricella distribution [30] . As the PDF of Confluent Lauricella distribution is difficult to analyze due to the unavailability of closed form expression, the thresholds are computationally expensive to calculate online at every step, we follow a simple approach of approximating the distribution of weighted sum of gamma random variables to another gamma distribution using the popular moment matching technique [31] , [32] .
Noting that
be another gamma distribution which approximates the behaviour of f j (n). By equating first moment of these distributions, we have
Observing that
equating the variance of these two distributions, we get
Comparing (14) and (15), we get θ j = 2η
Hence, given a probability of false alarm requirement, the threshold for detection at time instant n, γ j (n), for channel c j can be calculated from,
The state of the channel c j (n) at n th time step f j (n) is predicted as busy or free by comparing the combined soft informationf j (n) with the threshold γ j i.e. busy iff j (n) > γ j according to (16) .
A. Controlling False Alarms
In CSS, the soft information about a channel c j is sent to the FC from each of the SUs. The soft information from each of the SUs is then combined at FC using (11)) for Hedge. Hence FC has soft information about P number of channels which corresponds to the state of occupancy of those channels. In a CRN, an FC predicting the state of multiple PUs from the detected energies can be formulated as a multiple hypothesis testing problem [33] where each test is the prediction of the actual state of the channel c j by the FC.
Supposing each of the P tests having a probability of false alarm P f a , the probability of getting at least one false positive, termed as family wise error rate (FWER), is given by,
P . Expanding the second term using binomial expansion we get, F W ER ≈ P × P f a . Controlling FWER at a level α implies each of the P tests should have
Consider a multiple hypothesis testing problem with 10 tests and each with P f a = 0.05. Then the FWER is 1 − (1 − 0.05) 10 ≈ 0.40 and it increases with increase in the number of tests which means the probability of getting false positive increases as we have more channels in the network. If we want to control FWER at a level α = 0.05 then P f a for each test should be around 1 − (1 − 0.05) 1/10 = 0.005 which is very conservative because this lowers the statistical detection power which is defined by the probability of correctly declaring H 1 , i.e. channel is occupied. So the procedure for controlling FWER reduces the probability of getting false positive at the cost of increasing the probability of getting false negative. There are different ways eg. Bonferroni correction, Sidak correction [34] , Holm-Bonferroni method [35] etc by which statistical detection power can be improved keeping the probability of false positive at a certain level. A wellknown procedure which is designed to control the FWER at a certain level α is False Discovery Rate (FDR) procedure given by Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) [19] . Using the fact that channel sensing problem in CRN can be posed as a multiple hypothesis problem, FDR procedure can be used by FC to make the final decision about the state of the channel [20] , [36] . FDR is defined as the expected value of the ratio of false discoveries (declaring busy when actually it is idle) to the total discoveries (declaring busy). Suppose there are P hypotheses corresponding to P channels and among which p 0 of them are unoccupied. Assuming that R of total P channels are declared as occupied among which V of them are falsely declared as occupied. Then the false discovery rate (FDR) is defined as,
Interested readers are referred to [19] for more details on FDR.
Under the special case when the underlying hypothesis for each of the channel is H 0 (channel is idle), both FWER and FDR are same i.e. F DR = F W ER = 1 − (1 − P f a ) P . Controlling FDR is less conservative than controlling FWER in the sense that while FWER tries to control the number of false positives in all of the tests that have been performed, FDR controls the number of false discoveries made among the total discoveries. Our contribution is in using the BH procedure of controlling FDR for the proposed online algorithm Hedge. In the following section, we show how to improve false alarm rate in CRN using BH procedure in case of soft combining for Hedge.
1) Benjamini Hochberg (BH) procedure to reduce false alarm in CRN: Consideringf j (n) as the observed combined soft information at FC, the corresponding p-value 1 P j for channel c j is found by,
If P (1) ≤ P (2) ≤ ... ≤ P (P ) are ordered p-values and H (j) is the null hypothesis corresponding to p-value P (j) ∀j ∈ P, then Benjamini Hochberg procedure controls FDR at a level α by the following way. Let k be the largest j for which,
then reject all H (j) for j = 1, 2, ..., k. The work in [19] proves that the above procedure controls the FDR at α. Instead of comparing weighted sum of individual soft information with a threshold, by BH procedure FC declares the state f j (n) of the channel c j as busy if (19) is satisfies. Finding the final decision at FC by BH procedure helps to reduce the fraction of missed slots for transmission to a great extent at the cost of the marginal increase in collision. In a dense CRN with the collision level below pre-specified requirements, BH procedure can reduce missed opportunity for transmission with negligible increase in collision.
2) Switch between traditional Hedge algorithm and Hedge with BH: The false alarm rate and hence the number of missed transmission opportunities can be controlled by the introduction of BH-procedure in the systems where FC acts on soft information. However, this comes at the price of an increase in collisions to PUs. As long as the levels of PU collisions are below the required level, the introduction of BH will benefit the system. But in the real systems, we will not have apriori information of the PU collisions and hence may not be able to select the right strategy. Towards this end, we propose a combination of online learning based CSS with and without BH procedure. We introduce a strategy called Switch-BH to use BH procedure to reduce missed slots for transmission as much as possible and also being under a standard collision requirement (τ ). The strategy starts by using the BH procedure for predicting the channel occupancy. At each time step, FC calculates the fraction of slots having collision. Whenever this fraction of collision goes beyond a predefined value (τ ), the Switch-BH method switches from BH procedure to the unmodified online algorithm to compute the final decision at FC. With this simple strategy, the FC will be able to benefit from both the strong false alarm controlling capabilities of BH while resorting to the unmodified online framework when the collisions are observed to be high. Note, τ is a user parameter the system designer has to fix prior according to the requirements.
IV. PERCEPTRON BASED ONLINE LEARNING
Given the rising popularity of deep learning for wireless applications [23] , [24] , [37] , we explore the simplest single neuron model for online learning namely perceptron for CSS. Then we proceed to briefly discuss deep learning technique and how to exploit it for CSS. We also highlight the pros and cons of using deep learning when compared to the much simpler Hedge and Perceptron based models.
In this section, we present a modified version of perceptron which fits into our need for CSS in a CRN. Perceptron maintains a weight vector w j of length S for each channel, c j and the weights are updated based on the past performances of each expert like Hedge. In Perceptron, for each channel the weights on each SU are initialized to zero. At time instant n, observations from i th SU is a vector o i (n) whose each element denotes the decision on j th channel being soft decision like detected energy. The combined expert decision on channel c j at FC is given by,f
The combined expert decision is compared with a threshold γ p j similar to Hedge and a final decision is taken. Thus FC learns the w ji s and γ p j satisfying the equation,
Once the final decision on the channel being busy or idle is taken, SUs transmit according to a scheduling strategy at FC. Ground truth is observed and the instantaneous losses for detector-channel (s i , c j ) pair are calculated using (9) . Whenever an expert s i makes a mistake when the actual channel state c j is busy, the weights on that expert is updated as,
When the actual channel state c j is idle and an expert s i makes a mistake, the weights on that expert is updated as,
The simple perceptron algorithm in CSS setting learns both weights w ji (n) and the intercept γ p j of the hyperplane. The updates happens only when the final decision taken by FC is false negative (i.e. declaring busy when the true channel state is idle) or false positive (i.e. declaring idle when the true channel state is busy). In a CRN setting, FC can observe the ground truth only by transmitting. When the final decision about a channel is busy, FC does not transmit to avoid collision with PUs and other SUs. So the weight update will happen only when the FC decides to transmit and false positive occurs.
The calculation of the bias term γ p j which is threshold for FC is found by doing the first and second moment matching. As the observations comes from χ
2 is a weighted sum of Γ distributions which is a Confluent Lauricella distribution given bỹ
We can approximate this distribution with a Γ distribution Γ(k j , θ j ) by matching first and second moment as done is section III-2. The parameters can be computed as
For a predefined P f a we can calculate the threshold γ p j from the Γ(k j , θ j ) distribution as given below,
Our problem setting can be formulated as perceptron with known bias term γ p j computed according to (25) . Hence the objective of finding hyperplane (21) can be written as,
Instead of learning the bias term along with the weights, here we propose to include the bias term in the observations as Eq. (27) and learn only the weights by updating them by perceptron algorithm. So on false positive, the weights on that expert are updated as,
and on false negative, the weights on that expert is updated as,
At FC the state of channel c j at n th time step, f j (n) is predicted as busy or free by comparing the combined soft informationf j (n) with the threshold γ p j according to (25) . Depending on the final prediction f j (n) by FC, it instructs SUs (either to transmit or not) and the AGT g(n) is known. The procedure of using modified perceptron method is given in Alg. 3. The main difference between original perceptron algorithm and Perceptron with moment matching presented here is that here the observations are considered as o ji (n) instead of o ji (n) and the hyperplane to learn is given by (26) and then only the weights, not the intercept, of this hyperplane are learned.
The BH procedure as described in Sec. III-A can also be applied to Perceptron based online learning to reduce missed opportunity. Based on the observed collision, switching between traditional Perceptron and Perceptron with BH can also be done in a similar fashion as Sec. III-A2.
A. Deep Learning based approach
When multiple perceptrons/neurons are stacked together, both in width and depth, the learning capability of the model increases [38] . Deep learning is the method of using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with multiple hidden layers to learn the relationship between input and output and this has gained significant popularity in wireless applications.
For example, [23] investigates CSS in a CRN using CNN in multiple SU case for combining both hard and soft decisions. Using the fact that individual decisions from nearby SUs and for j ∈ {1, . . . , P } do 5: Compute γ p j using (25). 6: for s i ∈ S do 7:
iff (n) then 11: f j = 1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , P } do 20: for s i ∈ S do 21: Use (28) and (29) to update the weights. 22: end for 23: end for 24: return W 25: end function adjacent bands will be similar due to the spatial and spectral correlation, the CNN is pre-trained with the observations from SUs and the true state of the frequency bands. However, this is considerably different from our setting. We consider the scenario where multiple PUs are spatially distributed and hence each SU has different sensing accuracy for each PU whereas [23] considers a single PU with multiple bands and hence a SU has similar sensing accuracy for all of the PU bands.
Based on the recent developments in applying deep learning techniques to CSS, we provide a deep learning-based method for our scenario. Once we have enough data, we can train the model offline and then use the trained network to predict the channel occupancy state. A dense fully connected network is initially trained with the observations seen from SUs for each PU (features) and the corresponding actual ground truth of the state of the channel of that PU (labels). The input at n th time step to the deep network is a flattened vector of observation matrix O(n). The output is a sigmoid layer of dimension P × 1 whose j th element denotes the probability of j th channel being occupied. The loss function is the mean square error (MSE) between the output vector of the deep network and the actual GT of the channels.
One of the main challenges of using deep learning-based approach for an online setting is the high computational complexity involved and the fact that only an AGT can be observed. Also, the convergence of the algorithm to an optimal solution is governed by the loss surface it encounters and the initialization of weights. Further, the output from the deep online method is not amenable to analyze easily and hence false alarm control procedures like BH-procedure are not straight forward to apply. However once trained, deep learningbased models can achieve good accuracy. In the experiments section, we compare our proposed methods against offline trained approach also.
V. SAVING ENERGY BY SELECTIVELY DEACTIVATING

DETECTORS
One of the major drawbacks of CRN is that the devices have to spend energy during sensing. This energy consumption can easily drain the battery of IoT devices which are not connected to any continuous power supply. One effective solution to save power, and hence improve the field life of the devices, is to limit the sensing operations performed by the SUs especially when it cannot accurately detect the presence of a PU in a channel. The normalized weight p ji in Hedge is a metric about the performance of each detector. As Hedge algorithm works with normalized weights, we will exploit these weights to identify channels which cannot be accurately sensed by each of the detectors and we can deactivate the detectors selectively for detecting those channels. Note, in previous works [12] - [14] , [23] , there is no metric in the developed algorithms which gives a semantic interpretation of performance. Hence unlike our Hedge algorithm, those algorithms cannot enjoy an additional benefit of energy-saving at zero extra cost.
Let p j (n) denote the vectors of normalized weights calculated based on (1) for channel c j . Initially, all the entries will be of the same value (= 1/S) and with time, the detectors with better accuracy will get their normalized weight increasing. Because of the normalization applied while calculating these weights in (1), raising the value for a good detector will also pull down the value of an inaccurate detector for channel c j . Hence, we can utilize these normalized values to inhibit the detectors from sensing the channels for which their detection performance is poor. The network can follow a strategy such that at any time instant n, when the normalized weight of active channel-detector pair falls below predefined threshold µ, FC can command the detector to stop sensing that channel. This will especially be useful when we have a few good detectors for a channel and all the other detectors are inaccurate; in such a situation, the proposed method can save a considerable amount of energy by shutting down a large number of inaccurate detectors from sensing the channel without compromising on the quality of sensing. On the other hand, if all the detectors are performing equally bad for a specific channel, then FC will ideally need more data to derive accurate predictions and all detectors should sense the spectrum. During the online weight update phase, Hedge provides almost equal normalized weights to similar performing devices and hence we can keep all the detectors active in such challenging situations. Because the weights of the perceptron algorithm are not normalized, it is not straight forward to extend this technique for the same. Neither can such energy-saving be achieved in the DL approach.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. To show the utility of the proposed approach over the existing methods, we provide comparisons with well-established CSS techniques like OR [12] , AND [13] and confidence voting [14] . In a CRN scenario, there can be multiple reasons for SUs to be in different signal condition, for example fading, multi-path, different distance of SUs from the PU etc. In the following study, we consider three different signal condition scenario for SUs. We provide a comparison of collisions incurred by SU and PU, and the missed transmission opportunities (misdetections) by SU.
A. Simulation setup
We assume that the PUs and SUs are distributed uniformly in a square area. Because of spatial placements, each SU observes different signal condition for each channel (PU). A set of 10 PUs, i.e 10 channels, are assumed to present in the CRN. Each PU transmits data with power P T j = 0dB. The observed power of channel c j at SU s i is modeled as R ij = P T j − P L ij , where all the terms are in dB. P L ij is the pathloss between j th PU and i th SU with a distance r ij and is computed according to Winner II Model is used in [39] for CRN, given by P L ij = 20 log(r ij ) + 46.4 + 20 log fc 5 . Further, during the transmission, we consider a random packet loss with probability p l = 0.05. The PU traffic is modeled using the Hyper-exponential distribution (HED) as suggested in [40] . Both ON time and OFF time of PU are modelled using a M component HED random variable X as
where each Y k is exponentially distributed with rate λ k , and p k is the weight given to k th component with
The simulation parameters used are given in Table I . In a smaller area, all SUs will be able to sense the channel occupancy accurately most of the time because of their proximity to PUs. However, as area increases, the distance between PUs and SUs will also increase and because of the path loss, their detection performance reduces. To get different signal conditions at SU, we model the CRN in three different configurations as follows. We employ energy detectors in each SU and to find the threshold for energy detection, we assume a target P f a = 0.05 as the channel occupancy sensing mechanism. Because of the different signal conditions, the detection quality of each SU in the CRN will be different.
For Hedge-HC at FC, a threshold of γ j = 0.50 is used and the decision rule is to declare the channel as idle when f j (n) < 0.50, otherwise busy. In Hedge-SC and in Perceptron-SC the thresholds γ j and γ p j are calculated according to (16) and (25) respectively. An SU is allowed by FC to transmit using c j if the final decision at FC, f j (n) is idle and not to transmit when f j (n) is busy. But initially, the decisions at FC may not be correct because of wrong predictions by the SUs which are in bad signal condition. A wrong final decision f j (n) at FC can cause either collision or missing an opportunity to transmit. To find about the quality of predictions from each SU, FC needs feedback about the occupancy state of the channel (Ground Truth). In the next round, this information helps FC to give more weights to those SUs which predicted correctly in the current time-step. FC can obtain feedback about the occupancy state of each of the channels from the success/ failure of SUs' data transmission. When SUs attempt for data transmission two cases can arise. 1) If the final decision f j (n) is idle an SU transmits and can observe the Ground Truth g j (n) for channel c j based on whether the transmission was successful or not. If the transmission is successful SU incurs no loss. 2) If the final decision for c j is busy, SUs are not supposed to transmit. If the SUs are not transmitting on some channel c j , FC doesn't have a mechanism to obtain the ground truth. Under Case 2, FC cannot observe the actual state of the channel and it proceeds with considering the ground truth of channel c j as busy. This is the AGT observation strategy used in our experiments.
In the two online learning algorithms (Alg. 2 and Alg. 3) discussed, weights are updated only when f j (n) is idle. Over time as the SUs with high accuracy gain more weights, the probability of FC predicting the state of the channel wrong, decreases.
The proposed online learning methods Hedge and Perceptron are also compared with the deep learning approach. The parameters used to train the deep network are fixed after extensive parameter tuning to get the best possible results and is given in Table II . Once the network is trained, it is tested with a fresh data set and the average performance of the deep network is compared with other methods.
Assuming the SUs always have data to transmit and will utilize an empty slot in the spectrum if found, we use the following metrics to compare the performances of various approaches against our proposed method. 3) Fraction of missed slots: When the actual state of PU channel is idle but the final decision at FC is busy, then SU misses a chance to transmit. Let m j be the number of time-steps channel c j was free but predicted as busy and t j be the number of time-steps channel c j was free. .
4) Number of sensing:
The number of sensing done averaged over all the SUs in the network. When SUs are shutdown from sensing channels, this comes down and can be seen as an indicator of energy spent in sensing. Initially for a particular channel, all of the SUs sense that channel but over time the proposed method can shut down the poor performing SUs for that specific channels and hence the total number of sensing decreases.
B. Results and discussion
A comparison of above mentioned metrics is given in Fig. 1 . The proposed online algorithms Hedge (Alg. 2) with hard information (HC) and soft information (SC) combining are denoted by label "Hed-HC" and "Hed-SC" respectively. Perceptron algorithm (Alg. 3) is labeled as "Perc-SC". Performance of deep network pre-trained with hard information is labeled by "DL-HC" and same with soft information is labeled by "DL-SC". In this section we provide results for MSC and BSC. Kindly refer to the appendix for results in GSC.
From Fig. 1 we can observe that Hed-HC performs better than other traditional CSS techniques OR [12] , AND [13] and Confidence Voting (CV) [14] in terms of SU packet collision and interference at PU, keeping missed opportunity at a low level. Hed-SC is showing a faster learning curve than Hed-HC. Also, it is observed that sending soft information to FC helps to further reduce the collision with PUs and other SUs which is of our great interest by keeping missed opportunity at the nearly same level. Both Hed-SC and Perc-SC show improvement over Hed-HC. Since this is an online learning approach, a transient behavior is observed during the initial steps as seen in Fig. 1a and 1c . The PU interference observed during the transmission depends also on the density of SUs in the CRN (See Fig. 1c and 1f) . This is because, with more number of devices, the fraction of devices satisfying P d > 0.95 is higher and hence the FC can detect the state of the channel more accurately. Also note that the PU interference of AND [13] and CV [14] is high because in an IoT scenario with wide geo-deployment as considered, there will always be some SU which will be in deep-fade/shadow and will not be able to detect the presence of PU accurately. We can see from Fig. 1 that proposed methods perform very close to the offline pre-trained deep network in all the metrics. We report the average behavior of the DL based method. Note that this performance of the proposed methods is obtained by learning online with approximate ground truth whereas the DL methods are pre-trained with actual ground truths. This improved performance of the proposed approach is because of including domain knowledge while computing the thresholds as given in (16) and (25) . However, DL methods are trained without any domain knowledge. Training DL methods with domain knowledge is not well established and is an interesting future work. A recent development in Online deep learning [41] enables training of models in streaming data. However, training them with approximate ground truth is challenging and could be an interesting future direction.
In Fig. 2 the results for comparing unmodified Hedge and Perceptron algorithm against the algorithms with BH procedure is presented. Hed-SC and Perc-SC with BH procedure are called "HSC-BH" and "PSC-BH". The switch method between Hed-SC and HSC-BH is called "HSC-sw" and same switch method for perceptron is called "PSC-sw". In poor signal condition Hed-SC and Perc-SC perform better as shown in Fig. 2 but in GSC (shown in appendix) and MSC, HSC-BH and PSC-BH algorithms reduces the missed slots for transmission considerably with negligible increase in SU and PU collision. As proposed in section III-A2, we show here that HSC-sw and PSC-sw perform well in all signal conditions. It minimizes the missed slots for transmission keeping collision at each SU under a value τ = 0.02. From Fig. 4a -4b we observe that the number of sensing can be decreased by selectively deactivating the poor-performing SUs in Hedge algorithm (SUs with low normalized weights). This is achieved with almost no degradation in collision and missed slots for transmission as shown in Fig. 3 . The label "Hed-WOSD" represents Hedge algorithm without deactivating any SU and, "Hed-HC-SD" and "Hed-SC-SD" corresponds to the Hedge algorithms (Hard Combining and Soft Combining) with selectively deactivating SUs as discussed in Sec. V. This is because the SUs with low weights does not contribute much to the final decision made by FC and hence the loss stays almost the same.
In order to observe the effect of selectively deactivating detectors from sensing poor channels on energy savings, we consider an energy budgeted scenario with all devices have a budget of 10000 units of energy in a 10 PU.
For simplicity, we assume one sensing operation requires 1 unit of energy i.e if an SU senses all channels it spends 10 units in a time step.
We do not account for the energy expenditure for transmission as we aim to analyze the effect of energy savings by eliminating sensing operations for some SUs and the corresponding advantage in extending the field life of devices. We use µ = 1 2S as the cut-off threshold on normalized weights for deactivating the SUs. We provide the fraction of devices left alive after each time step in Fig. 5 . In figure, "WOSD" refers fraction of devices left without selectively deactivating any SUs and "WSD" refers same with deactivating poorperforming SUs. With 10000 units of energy as a budget to each SU, traditional approaches which do not deactivate any SUs can survive only for 1000 time steps as it spends 10 units of energy to sense the available 10 channels at each step. However, the proposed online learning method with the deactivation of detectors based on normalized weight can extend the lifetime of the devices without compromising on sensing performance as seen from Fig. 3 . Also from Fig. 5 we can note that with the increasing number of SUs, the proposed approach can conserve energy for more number of devices for a longer duration. Note that this method cannot be applied to DL methods as the DL models require the same dimension of input always. Switching off will change the dimension of the input of the prediction models rendering DL methods unusable and this can happen often in dynamic environments.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a learning-based approach to tackling the problem of CSS in IoT networks. In summary, we presented an online learning framework for collaborative spectrum sensing which (i) learns to combine the information from different sensing devices according to their quality of reporting, (ii) can save energy of the devices and thus extend the lifetime of the network by selectively switching off the sensors, (iii) can be easily scaled to networks experiencing wide variety of signal conditions and large number of devices and (iv) can be easily modified to handle situations where devices drop-out of the network randomly. In an IoT scenario, typically (i) SUs with varying sensing capabilities are present, (ii) energy efficiency is crucial, (iii) scalability is necessary and (iv) the devices can join and leave the network in an adhoc way. Hence we believe that the proposed approach is well suited to the problem of CSS in the IoT scenario.
APPENDIX
In good signal condition (GSC) online and DL methods are compared concerning three metrics in Fig. 6 . We can observe that both HC and SC are performing equally good and very competitive to offline trained deep network. The effect of switching between traditional online learning and online learning with BH in GSC is shown in Fig. 7 . Note that in GSC, Switch-BH follows the online method with the BH and can considerably reduce the fraction of missed transmission opportunity. 
